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RHONDA! ! A female survivor of the Zombie Apocalypse!
! !
EDEARL! ! Her boyfriend!!
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THE TIME!
The Catastrophic Future!!

THE PLACE!
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1.!
ACT I!

Scene 1!!
At Rise:! RHONDA and EDEARL stand amid the shambles of a gas station store. 
They peer out at the audience as if they are looking through the plate glass windows of 
the store.!!

EDEARL!
They’re attacking again.!!

RHONDA!
I do not know how you can call that attacking. Staggering, I’d call that staggering and 
shuffling, at best ambling.!

(Imitates Zombie walk)!!
EDEARL!

We could outrun them to the truck.!!
RHONDA!

How’d that work out for Buddy?!!
EDEARL!

If he hadn’t tripped he could have made a clean get away. Fell right over the left leg of 
the night manager that they ripped off before they had the rest of him for supper. If he 
hadn’t panicked and just got back up and ran he would have made it to the truck, but 
no, he freaked out because he got gross dead guy stuff all over him.  !!

RHONDA!
Way too fastidious for his own good. Now he’s out there, one of them. (BEAT) Listen, 
they’re out there chanting again. It just creeps me out.!!

(Off stage, you can hear a haunting chant)!
ZOMBIES!

Chew tobacco, chew tobacco, chew tobacco spit.! !
EDEARL!

How come they can talk? On TV the zombies never talk.!!
RHONDA!

Nothing is like it is on TV. Have we got any chewing tobacco left?!!
EDEARL!

Just a couple of cans of Copenhagen and a pouch or two of Red Man. I’m glad I gave 
up chew and I’m vaping now.!!
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(Takes a drag off an electronic cigarette, then picks up several cans and pouches of 

chewing tobacco)! !
RHONDA!

They can’t seem to figure out how to use those. When we threw one out last week!
 Mr. Stovall from the high school shoved it up his nose.!

(Points at a zombie)!!
ZOMBIES!

(Rising in volume and intensity)!
Chew tobacco, chew tobacco, chew tobacco, spit. Chew tobacco, chew tobacco, chew 
tobacco, spit.!!

RHONDA!
They’re line dancing again and that’s never a good sign, throw one of the cans of 
Copenhagen. !

(EDEARL goes to the “door”, opens it a crack and throws one can of chewing tobacco 
out at the audience)!

What about some Mountain Dew or Red Bull? We still got a good bit of that left.!!
EDEARL!

No, that just seems to stir them up worse. You see that one over there?!!
RHONDA!

Miss Amy? That sweet little old lady that teaches the deportment class.!!
EDEARL!

(Points at another zombie)!
 She drank 2 Red Bull and pulled her own arm off.!!

RHONDA!
  Look they’re fighting over the Copenhagen, extremely surly today. We’re going to have 
to give them something else. Are there any boiled peanuts or pickled pigs feet left?!!

EDEARL!
We threw the last of them out yesterday.!!

RHONDA!
Then throw a couple of those honey buns. Throw them further this time, they’re getting 
them too quick.!!

(EDEARL goes to door, and really pitches several honey buns)!
EDEARL!

 Do you think all the zombies in New York or LA want chewing tobacco, caffeine and re-
fined sugar?!
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ZOMBIES!

(muffled as if they are eating the honeybuns)!
Chew tobacco, chew tobacco, chew tobacco, spit.! !

RHONDA!
 I have explained this to you more than once Edearl, New York and Los Angeles do not 
have zombies. Each region of the country has its own monsters.  Florida has creatures 
that crawled up out of the Everglades with scaly, leathery sun damaged skin. New York 
and the East coast all the way down to Washington have vampires that feed off the cre-
ative energy of the young and innocent. Canada and the Pacific Northwest have Big 
Foot or Big Feet. I’m not sure what the plural is for Sasquatch. They attack for latte’. 
California has these cruelly deformed mutants that look a lot like Bruce Jenner and 
Michael Jackson.!!

EDEARL!
And you know this how?!!

RHONDA!
U-Tube. ! !

ZOMBIES!
Chew tobacco, chew tobacco, chew tobacco spit.! !

RHONDA!
Have you noticed, they chant and chant about spitting but they never do? They must 
just swallow it and that’s just gross and then they eat the wrappers and cans.  Even 
Miss Amy.! !

EDEARL!
I cannot believe I am trapped in a Seven Eleven in Eufaula ,Alabama with a girl who 
thinks the worst thing about zombies is that they swallow their chew and eat trash. We 
are probably the last two people in the world and I’m stuck with you. !!

RHONDA!
You’re stuck with me? Excuse me, I’m stuck with you and you are not the sharpest tool 
in the shed EdEarl. You are dumber than dirt and thicker than a post. !

(Shows him the screen on her phone)!
We are not the last two people in the world, we are probably not the last two people in 
this town. The internet is still working, twitter is still working, instagram is still working. 
Justin Beiber  twittered #zombiessuck. Concert canceled. Selena turned.!!

EDEARL!
Twittered is not a real word, and that message is two days old and you’re not getting 
anything now. We may not be the last two people in the world, but we are the last two 
people in this store so you should be nicer to me. I have feelings too. And the !
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internet may still be working somewhere but the toilette’s not and neither is your phone. 
All you get is that recorded voice telling you “All circuits are busy”.! !

RHONDA!
Duh, that’s just because too many people are trying to use their phones at the same 
time. Yes, something bad has happened but the people in charge are going to get 
everything fixed. When the army or the sheriff or somebody comes to save us then 
you’ll be sorry. You’ll wish you were still stuck with me.!!

EDEARL!
They’re not coming, nobody’s coming. There hasn’t been a single car on the road in two 
days. (Grabs her phone) Rhonda, all those texts you sent say “failed”. It’s the apoca-
lypse. !!

RHONDA!
You are really being a glass half full kind of guy EdEarl.!!

EDEARL!
 What do you think caused it? A mutated virus? A government experiment gone bad?! !

RHONDA!
I think its the collected physical manifestation of negative stereotypes of the group un-
conscious mind.!!

EDEARL!
(Sighs with resignation)!

U-Tube?!!
RHONDA!

 Wikipedia.!!
EDEARL!

Do you even know what a collected physical manifestation of negative stereotypes is?!!
RHONDA!

My Granddaddy used to play music on this thing called a stereo, and physical is like 
your body and negative is bad, so I think it means dirty dancing.!!

EDEARL!
That is so lame.!!

RHONDA!
Do you know what a mutated virus is?!! !
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EDEARL!

A cold on steroids?! !
RHONDA!

Just because you knew that, doesn’t mean you know everything. But you would know a 
lot more stuff if you  went on the internet more!!

EDEARL!
(Grabs her phone and wags it at her)!

What are you going to do when your battery goes dead Miss Smarty Pants? The pow-
er’s out, you can’t charge it.!!

RHONDA!
(Looking aghast as realization dawns)!

  I can charge it in the car!!!
EDEARL!

A full charge is not going to make any difference. There won’t be any bars. The world for 
people like us is ending. The monsters are taking over.!

(EDEARL makes a gesture towards the windows, holds his car keys out)! !
RHONDA!

But we have to try. I’m not ready to give up yet.!!
EDEARL!

Make a run for it darling! They’re just ambling.! !
ZOMBIES!

(Rising in volume)!
Chew tobacco, chew tobacco, chew tobacco, spit. Chew tobacco, chew tobacco, chew 
tobacco, spit. Chew tobacco, chew tobacco, chew tobacco, spit.!!

RHONDA!
(Looking a little nervous)!

Come with me?! !
EDEARL!

You want the dumber than dirt, thick as a post guy who is not the sharpest tool in the 
shed to come with you? I don’t think so. I can pee in the sink.!!

RHONDA!
You wanted to earlier.!!

EDEARL!
You talked me out of it.!
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(RHONDA grabs EDEARL and passionately kisses him, taking her phone back)!

Your feminine wiles will not work on me because you haven’t brushed your teeth in 
three days.!!

RHONDA!
(Pulls out a pack of gum and starts chewing a piece)!

I will find a toothbrush and then you’ll be sorry. !!
EDEARL!
(Sniffing)!

Haven’t showered in three days either.!!
RHONDA!

Neither have you stinky boy. At least I’ve applied deodorant every day.!!
EDEARL!

Another reason to stay here, plenty of deodorant. If you want to get busy, we could do it 
before you leave.  A quickie for old times sake.! !

RHONDA!
I’d consider it if you go with me.!!

EDEARL!
Not worth it.!!

RHONDA!
But why won’t you go with me?!!

EDEARL!
Because we don’t need to go. As long as the snacks hold out, we’ll hold them off and 
when there’s not a Little Debbie cake left we’ll make a run for the truck and head on 
over to Wal-Mart. ! !

RHONDA!
By then the battery will probably be dead in the truck and I’ll have gained 20 pounds.  
You’re forcing me to go by myself!!!

EDEARL!
Don’t blame me. Take these cheetos, throw them over by the dumpster, it’ll give you a 
little more time.!
(Hands her an armful of cheetos and the keys, then grabs her and gives her a passion-

ate kiss)!
You sure you don’t want to wait 15 minutes? I could be quick. If you find the army or po-
lice or anybody, send them back for me.!!
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(She is pushed out the door arms laden with cheetos, he quickly pushes the door 

closed)! !
ZOMBIES!

Chew tobacco, chew tobacco, chew tobacco, spit. Chew tobacco, chew tobacco, spit.!!
EDEARL!

(He stands looking out the window)!
Run Rhonda, run! (There’s a scream and he makes a terrible face) Dropped her phone. 
Sure you can outrun them, sure they’re just ambling. Who would have thought they 
wouldn’t like cheetos? I’m going to miss her, bad breath or not that was a pretty good 
kiss.!
(Rips open a bag of cheetos and starts eating them, there is a crash of breaking glass 

and the zombies  led by Rhonda start over-running the stage, she grabs him by the 
shoulders)!!
RHONDA!

It wasn’t that good of a kiss and I showed them how to use a brick.  Who says zombies 
can’t adapt? !!

ZOMBIES AND RHONDA!
Chew tobacco, chew tobacco, spit Chew tobacco, chew tobacco spit, chew tobacco, 
chew tobacco, spit.!!

(EDEARL disappears under the crush of zombies)!!
END OF PLAY!!!
PLAY ENDS!! !! !!


